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Lion’s tooth, 
Kid glove and cane

All coexist, beneath a Lion’s 
Mane

Similes, brevity 
Dandelion’s remedy

Schizo-free-nic tendencies
Dandy Lion mic in hand

Dandelion from brush and 
wand

brushed
Works of heart carefully rushed
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Mane attraction, blood and sand
Instinctive heroes, hand in hand

Emotions unclothed

 
                      if truth be told
Fearless lens, water and oil

Artistic blends from years of toil

Grounded stars, reserved tranquility

Dandelion roots, infused with trust
Colourful mutiny, from stones and 

Lattecha Willocks and Brian Brown
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HIBISCUS MORN
Acrylics on Canvas
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To understand a Jamaican, you don’t 
have to live in Jamaica, but by the 
same token watching a stereotypical 
BBC Special or a CNN anti-Jamaica 
Report won’t do it either.

To understand how a Jamaican thinks 
& why we are the way we are, you 
have to talk to a Jamaican, live with 
them, see & feel their reality. Then 
and only then will you realize that it’s 
our collective experience & colourful 
history and culture that makes us so 
special.

beaches, fruit trees and these lovely 

some of the most trusting, genuine 

Jamaica and feel awlright…

true? Fi real! Just don’t go downtown 
Kingston, Gully, Rema, Jungle, 
Waterhouse, Flankers, Rose Heights, 
Granville, Glendevon…

done! Wha really a gwaan?
Well, reach ya chu slavery, black & 

Den what yu call the IMF, World 

CIA means Cordially Inviting All…

White men love our dark chocolate 

to reclaim their groove with a strong 

in America? Africans in Africa? After 

to walk 10 miles to the only source 

  
 

JAMAICA  - NO PROBLEM MON
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25

of clean water in my village and to collect some 

your question?

brag about? Many have bigger houses and dearer 

brand new cars before you!  Oh drug money you 

mon
Loved for our unique vibe, culture, lingua and 

everywhere right? 

Musicians, religious sects teach, tell us to turn 

Do you want to know?

smart! Brainwashed to believe that somehow 

Why are more 20 year olds increasingly 
committing suicide? Why is a 12 year-old 

Chickens come home to roost all over the 

I already have when I mention El Hajj Malik 
Shabazz – Malcolm X, Marcus Mosiah Garvey, 
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nasty, some fool-fool, some teach, educate, 

One in every 500 yout maybe 100 either 

I could go on and on, but that would be a 

And, love wi or hate wi, we will still win the 

We will be as violent as we need to be to 

minds, greatest talents to give centuries 

tourist destination, well, maybe not 
as much after this, but…we’ll still give 
a real smile when you are greeted or 

you visit, and yes, still the best 

other, love each other like no other 

One Love!
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After cosmic events, sometimes there are rumblings, 

Thermal energies are released, 

 

Lives are birthed, as are art and other great works
Collisions can start infections, of mind and body
This collision!

When two objects collide, can one go on unaffected?

The revolutionary lion - hearted - dandy 

A new language is born 
A Black Whole
 

Life doing what it’s meant to do

He felt, unrehearsed
She said, research
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Can collaborators collide,
and still hide inside?

Fateful nights
Bed of roses

War of the Words

Mirrored images

Freaks of nature
Locked in days

Wayward ways
Boyhood fantasies
Girlish coy
Man & woman

            Brian Brown and Lattecha Willocks
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Brian Brown is the catalyst 
of this synergy and sees 

transition to other means of 

entertainer by craft, writer by 

Lattecha Willocks is 

über-nerdy genius, who 
came onboard after an 

childlike enthusiasm for 
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